
RANK: NAME: ASSESSOR: /50

DATE: TOPIC: FINISH TIME:
START TIME:
ELAPSED TIME:

PRELIMINARIES/INTRODUCTION (ROMP): Did the instructor
Review any previous lesson or one related to the movement to be taught. /1
Order the squad into a suitable formation (single file, L, hollow square) pending movement /1
Stand the squad at ease / Introduce yourself /1
State the Movement to be taught & the reason for teaching (motivate them to learn!) /1
State requirement for Performance Check /1
Stand the squad easy. /1 /6

DEMONSTRATION: did the instructor (not an aid) EXPLANATION: (did the instructor)
Demonstrate complete movement /1 Explain the movement in squads /1
Call out the time for demonstration /1 Slowly repeat the demo while explaining /1
Demonstrate movement in squads /1 Explanations were detailed & complete /1
Demonstrate movement from different angles /1 Provided opportunity for cadets' questions /1
Demonstrations done correctly /1 Asked the cadets questions /1 /10

EXECUTION: REPETITION:
Have cadets practice each part (squad) of the movement Give two complete and final
Collectively (ie all together) /1 demonstrations of the complete
Assist cadets & correct them (during practice) /1 movement /1
Individually (ie they go off and practice on own) /1 Practice the whole movement with the
Assist cadets & correct them (during practice) /1 Instructor calling out the time /1
Collectively (ie all together - after being alone) /1 Squad calling out the time /1
Assist cadets & correct them (during practice) /1 Squad judging the time /1 /10

PERFORMANCE CHECK / CONFIRMATION: Did the instructor conduct the "test"
Ask a few questions (ie distances, lengths of paces, which foot command called on, etc .) /1
Have the squad complete the movement (a few times) without calling out the time. /1 /2

CONCLUSION: Did the instructor:
Restate the movement taught and the reason for teaching. /2
State the level of achieement & key points to remember and improve. /2
Sate the next Drill lesson (ie next Drill Movement you will be learning is: About Turn on the March). /1 /5

VOICE & EYE CONTACT APPEARANCE/DEPORTMENT
Volume /2 No distracting motions/actions /1
Pronunciation /1 Obtained group participation /1
Exactness of commands /1 Apear confident & relaxed /1
Eye contact included all cadets /1 Gave commands at attention /2 /10

LESSON PLAN
Introduction /1 Conclusion /1
Body /2 Used different colours/legible/easy to read /1
Performance Chek /1 Used it during the lesson? /1 /7

STRONG POINTS POINTS TO IMPROVE
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